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ABSTRACT

The main objective of this paper is to present a comprehensive review of soft open point (SOP), an emerging
power electronics technology to maximize future distribution networks’ (DNs) resiliency and flexibility as
well as increase hosting capacity for distributed energy resources like photovoltaics and electric vehicles.
The SOP is currently an active area of research and ongoing development of new control techniques for SOP
and optimization algorithm for the optimal use of SOP in DNs produces new techniques until DN operators
use it comprehensively in their systems. The motivation for this work is to present the research that has been
completed for the SOP and summarize the duties of SOP in DNs according to the literature and propose
advanced duties for SOP according to modern standards. Finally, future research directions are mentioned
to pave the way for research in the coming years to drive the DNs towards more flexibility and ‘Robust’
from controllability, stability, and protection structure point of view.

INDEX TERMS

Distribution networks, grid-connected converters, power electronics, soft open point, normally open points.

I. INTRODUCTION

O
PERATION of the Distribution networks (DNs) is
getting complex as more distributed energy resources

(DERs) are installed along with the penetration of electric
vehicles and demand-side resources. DNs gets overloaded
from time to time due to different load types and intermittent
nature of DERs connected to the feeders. As a result, voltage
fluctuations occur in the network and need to be compensated
to mitigate the voltage fluctuation. Presently, reactive power
compensation devices like switched shunt capacitor banks
(CBs) and on-load tap changer (OLTC) is used in DNs
to mitigate the voltage violation within the network. But
the response of these traditional devices is slower and not
acceptable for the need of fast voltage control due to the
penetration of DERs in DNs. Recently also more advanced
power electronics (PEs) devices such as dynamic voltage
conditioner [1] is proposed.

In traditional radially operated electricity DNs, back-up
connection points between medium voltage (MV) feeders
with remotely operated switch disconnects are typically
called as normally open points (NOPs). In the future, these
NOPs could be replaced by soft open points (SOPs) equipped
with rapidly controllable PEs converters. The SOP is also

termed as “SIPLINK” [2], “DC-link” [3]– [5], “MV direct
current (dc) link (MVdc-link)” [6], Soft multi-state open
point (SMOP) [7], Loop Balance Controller (LBC) [8], Soft
normally-open point “SNOP” [9]– [10] and “Back-to-back
(BTB) system” [11] in the literature. The SOP is typically
installed between two feeders integrated with large-scale of
DER penetration in radial DNs where two converters are
connected in back to back (B2B) mode. The basic topology
of SOP is given in Fig. 1 as a single line diagram in DNs.
Here the SOP in MV and low voltage (LV) DNs named MV-
SOP and LV-SOP, respectively. In Fig. 1, only one LV DN
from MV DN feeder is shown as an example and other LV
DNs from the MV feeder are represented as load. Meshed
DNs is not preferable as it needs sophisticated and costly
protection arrangement to function whereas radial DNs is
more preferred for its simplicity. The placement of SOP best
suit at the feeder branch ends in radial type as they will be
able to supply maximum loads during the isolation of a fault.
SOP gives the advantage of both radial DNs having simple
protection system and meshed DNs with higher reliability.
SOP can serve the purposes without changing the current
topology of the radial type of DNs. SOPs can be connected
to the feeders from the same substation of the equal voltage
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FIGURE 1. Basic topology and placement of SOP in DNs.

level. Also, it is possible to connect feeders by an SOP
from different substations of distinct voltage levels as SOP
can control the voltage level at each feeder independently.
Potentially, SOPs could e.g. improve the local voltage profile,
control the active power (P ) and reactive power (Q) flows or
limit fault currents to maximize the DERs hosting capacity
of DNs.

In DNs, the term ‘Flexibility’ defines the capability of a
system to regulate the controllable devices to adapt the un-
certainties in the system due to DERs [12]. Flexibility allows
the system to maintain high-quality performance by adapting
to the operating environment. Possibility of coordination of
SOP with devices like OLTC and tie switches will increase
the flexibility of the system as SOP will aid these slow act
devices to act fast. In [13], the cost-benefit of SOP in DNs
by increasing the flexibility in the network is given where
the option value of SOP is justified by a multistage stochas-
tic framework. Results show that SOP helps to achieve a
reduction in expected investment cost and operational cost.
There are no standards that define the functions of SOP,
but standards related to grid-connected converters for power
quality improvements can be taken as a reference to define
the duties of SOP.

The main goals of this paper are:

• Conducting a comprehensive review of SOP from the
beginning of the technology to the latest research till
now.

• Defining the duties of SOP according to modern stan-
dards, existing literature, and future research directions.

• Explicitly mentioning the pros and cons of existing
methodology regarding SOP and direction for future
works.

According to the literature review, no previous work has
been done on a comprehensive review of SOP technology,
no standards is there to mention the duties of SOP and
explicitly mentioning the future research possibility. At first,
a general review of power electronics technologies in DNs
along with SOP is presented. We then proceed with the SOP

in present DNs and classification of SOP topologies. Then
the functions of the SOP are defined according to IEEE
standards, existing literature, and future research proposal.
After that, basic control algorithm of SOP, control of SOP
during normal and abnormal grid condition and optimization
problems related to the operation of SOP in DNs is presented.
The paper is finished by summing up some of the future
research directions and conclusions at the end.

II. POWER ELECTRONICS IN DNs

Currently, OLTC does the automatic voltage control in MV
DNs, which is primarily for unidirectional power flow. But
the penetration of DERs in DNs needs bidirectional power
flow control and demands the introduction of PEs technolo-
gies. Large-scale DERs are mostly connected at MV level
as related types of equipment are lower in cost compared
to the high voltage (HV) DNs. This introduction of DERs
in MV level has a significant effect on the voltage profile.
The use of PEs technology has been mostly in transmission
networks and normally known as flexible alternating current
transmission system (FACTS) devices. The research focus on
PEs devices in DNs was not significant until the penetration
of DERs in MV and LV DNs has forced to introduce new
innovative PEs technology in DNs. In the following sections,
some of the important PEs technology in DNs level are
discussed briefly.

A. SOFT OPEN POINT

The main goals of SOP are load balancing within connected
feeders by maintaining the voltage level within the limits
and supply restoration (SR) after a fault in unfaulted parts
of the feeders. SR is a process of supplying the power to the
unfaulty part of the feeders which is out of the service im-
mediately after the fault part is isolated. SOP provides faster
SR process after a fault as it operates within few millisecond
to restore the power supply whereas NOP takes hundreds
of milliseconds. SOP also exhibit the function of other PEs
devices like Static synchronous compensator (STATCOM),
OLTC, shunt CB, Unified power flow controller (UPFC)
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and active power filter. Performance comparison of PEs
technology like STATCOM, SOP, static series synchronous
Compensators and UPFC in DNs for different conditions
are considered in [14] and results show that SOP provides
the greatest flexibility in DNs than other PEs devices. The
operation principles of SOP during normal, balanced and
unbalanced fault conditions are given in [15], [16] for power
flow and SR control modes. These can be considered as the
basic operation of SOP. Other benefits of SOP are:

• Improve the regulation of power flow in DNs within
feeders for load balancing.

• The action of SOP is faster than the NOP as SOP is
based on electronic switches where NOP is based on
mechanical switches.

• Power quality will be improved by means of harmonics
and unbalance current compensation and voltage sup-
port capability.

• Reduces the fault propagation by limiting the fault cur-
rent as SOP is able to disconnect the fault side feeder
within a few milliseconds in order to limit fault current
propagation [15]– [16].

B. UNIFIED POWER FLOW CONTROLLER

UPFC is a power electronics-based FACTS device that is
mainly used in the transmission system to control P and Q
flow through the transmission networks and basic topology
of UPFC is shown in Fig. 2 [17]. UPFC is based on two
converters, connected through a dc-link capacitor. In Fig.
2, left-side converter is connected in shunt across a parallel
transformer and right-side converter is connected in series
through a series transformer. The main function of the series
converter is to control the magnitude and angle of the injected
ac voltage to the line by controlling P and Q at the point of
common coupling 1 (PCC1). PCC is a point where the con-
verter and grid are connected together. The shunt converter
provides P needed by the series converter and independently
compensates the Q at the PCC 2 (PCC2). Here ZT is the
transmission line impedance.

UPFC research is related mostly to transmission networks
and few research has been done for UPFC in the DNs, where
it is known as distribution-UPFC (D-UPFC). D-UPFC per-
forms the function of an autotransformer, controls the voltage
of the DNs during voltage sags and swells in [18], where
the location of the D-UPFC is after the pole transformer
and connects with the load side. D-UPFC as a centralized
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FIGURE 2. Basic topology of UPFC in transmission networks.

controlled device in DNs performs the regulation of load
voltage and loss minimization in a single loop formed by
two feeders from the same substation, single loop formed
by two feeders from two different substations and multiple
loops formed by three feeders from same substation in [19],
[20]. Experimental results show that D-UPFC helps to main-
tain the node voltage within the limit in all types of loop
mentioned above along with loss minimization. Compare to
SOP, D-UPFC also helps to connect two feeders to control
the power flow and maintain the voltage profile within the
feeders during normal condition. But connection of multiple
feeders by D-UPFC and performance of D-UPFC is not been
evaluated during faults in DNs, which needs more attention.

C. SMART TRANSFORMER

Smart transformer (ST) is also known as “Solid-State Trans-
former (SST)” and introduction of SST was in 1968. ST
has the ability to control the bidirectional power flow and
works as a communication hub between grid and microgrid.
As a result, ST is known as ‘Energy Router’ as it resembles
the duties of router in an internet network and works as a
communication hub to regulate data within the local grid and
data center.

The three-stage configuration is the most popular and suit-
able for ST as it makes the dc-link connectivity available as
shown in Fig. 3 [21]. The three-stage configuration has three-
power electronics module stage hierarchically as the rec-
tifier, dc-dc converter which incorporates a high-frequency
transformer (HFT), and inverter. The modular architecture
of the ST has better aspects than non-modular and semi-
modular architecture [22], [23]. By means of ST, there is
isolation between the grid side and load side, which prevents
load side low power factor and harmonic pollution to affect
overall DNs and eventually minimize the overall loss in the
DNs [24]. The purpose of ST is P and Q control, harmonic
compensation, voltage support, work as active filter, reverse
power flow limitation and optimization of energy flow.

The integration of DERs and battery energy storage (ES)
using the dc-link of ST is an excellent feature. Also, the
microgrid can be represented as an individual controllable
entity to the grid using the dc-link. As a result, the utility grid
doesn’t need to communicate with the microgrid elements
and only needs to communicate with the ST [25]. This results
is the increment of flexibility for power transfer within the
microgrid and utility grid.

The performance of an ST in smart grid environment
has been experimentally demonstrated for LV DNs in [26].

HFT

To Load

dc-dc Converter

20 kV
RectifierInverter

0.4 kV

Smart Transfromer

FIGURE 3. Basic Configuration of smart trandormer in DNs.
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FIGURE 4. Classification of SOP topology.

Hardware implementation combines energy regulation de-
vices along with the control platform for communication
purposes. The result shows the acceptable performance for Q
compensation, voltage regulation, and microgrid integration
but the efficiency of the ST is far away from the conventional
transformers. The efficiency of the proposed ST is around
92% for dc load and 84%–88% for both ac and dc load.
Although, the targetable efficiency for the transformer is
about higher than 97%. According to several international
standards, the distribution transformers have efficiency over
99% and target efficiency for ST in literature is around 96%-
98% [23]. In addition, the weight of the transformer is also a
major issue according to the efficiency of the transformer.

Table 1 summarizes the function of PEs technologies in
the DNs level and it can be seen that SOP can perform most
of the functions and can replace the other PEs technologies
to minimize the cost in DNs. Also, UPFC and ST analysis
is confined within balanced power system conditions and
typical voltage fluctuations like voltage sags and swells. But
their operation during abnormal conditions like balanced
and unbalanced fault has not been considered or defined in
previous works in literature.

III. EXISTING SOP TOPOLOGIES

SOP can be divided into two categories- ac-SOP and dc-
SOP, depending on the type of ac and dc DNs, respectively.
SOP is classified into three categories based on the topology
as two-terminal SOP (2T-SOP), multi-terminal SOP (MT-
SOP) and SOP with ES named as SOP+ES. Fig. 4 shows the
classification of SOP.

TABLE 1. Functions of PE Devices in DNs

Functions D-UPFC ST SOP

Reactive power
compensation

Yes Yes Yes

Active Power Control Yes Yes Yes
Load balancing Yes Yes Yes
Number of Converters Two One to Three Two or more
Fault Isolation Capability No No Yes
Connected number of
Feeders

One or more One or more Two or more

Location in DNs After pole
transformer in
DNs feeder

Replacing the
pole
Transformer

Typically at
the End of
the Feeders

Bidirectional Power Flow No Yes Yes
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FIGURE 5. Basic topology of 3T-SOP in DNs.

A. 2T-SOP

The basic SOP as mentioned earlier in section I, contain two
B2B converters and will be called as two-terminal SOP (2T-
SOP) in this paper and showed in Fig. 1.

B. MT-SOP

The basic 2T-SOP has been improved to enhance the perfor-
mance of SOP as three-terminal (3T-SOP) shown in Fig. 5,
where three feeders are connected together by SOP. Here in
Fig. 5 the SOP is shown for MV DNs for simplicity and is
same for LV DNs. The idea of 3T-SOP can be enhanced to
connect more feeders and called as of MT-SOP. The purpose
of the MT-SOP is to connect the most vulnerable feeders
having large-scale of DERs and loads in the DNs to balance
the power flow within the feeders.

C. SOP+ES

SOP with ES or DERs connected in the dc-link is also an
exciting novel topology for SOP technology, will be called
as SOP+ES and it is showed in Fig. 6. The maximum hosting
capacity (MHC) of DERs in DNs is enhanced for having
SOP+ES instead of other SOPs, which is demonstrated in
[27]. SOP+ES helps to aggregate the ES in one place rather
than placing them scattered in the DNs. Also, the cost of
putting an ES system will be less, as ES is a must need
for modern DNs due to the intermittent nature of connected
DERs. SOP based on voltage source converter (VSC) along
with bidirectional Dual active bridge (DAB) dc-dc converter
with ES coupled in dc-link is considered for SOP+ES ap-
plication in [28] and sizing of ES connected in the dc-link is
discussed in [29]. DAB converter output voltage is controlled
by one of the VSCs as it is responsible for the control of the
dc-link voltage (udc).

D. dc-SOP

The concept of dc-SOP is first introduced in [30] in a hybrid
ac/dc DNs along with ac-SOP. The dc-SOP is based on a
bidirectional dc-dc converter having a HFT and two VSCs
as shown in Fig. 7, connected between two MV dc feeders.
The dc-SOP provides P flow control and voltage regulation
capability. One of the VSCs controls the dc power flow and
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other controls the ac power through the transformer and can
switch functions when needed during fault conditions on both
sides of the feeder.

E. SOP CONFIGURATION AND CONVERTERS

The converters of SOP are connected in B2B mode for 2T-
SOP having bidirectional power flow control ability and
many suitable converter options are available. Among them,
two-level VSC [15], [16] is vastly used for SOP and modu-
lar multilevel converter (MMC) is used by some literature,
where MMC is consider for its’ lower switching loss and
HV quality [31]. B2B modular multilevel matrix converter
(M3C) and MMC as SOP are considered in [32] and their
operating areas for P and Q exchange ability are evaluated
for 2T-SOP. Simulation results shows that the operating range
of MMC is much wider than M3C as the converter of SOP.
Also UPFC configuration as SOP [29], cascaded H-bridge
(CHB) and multi-active bridge (MAB) converters [34] are
considered for SOP. Topologies like neutral-point-clamped
three-level converter can also be considered in future. Table
2 summarizes the SOP configurations along with converters
type used in the literature.

TABLE 2. Converters and configuration of SOP

Configuration of SOP Converter Type Reference

B2B

VSC Most of the literature

MMC [7], [31], [32], [33],
[51], [64], [65]

M3C [32]

Electric Spring [77]

CHB, MAB [34]

UPFC configuration as SOP VSC [29], [77]

IV. IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES OF SOP IN DNs

The main challenges regarding SOP to implement in DNs are
the size and cost of SOP, functions of SOP in DNs, economic
analysis of SOP, and how SOP can affect the protection
scheme. These challenges are explained in the following
sections.
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A. SIZING OF SOP

The maximum size of SOP doesn’t entirely depend on the
amount of DERs penetration but mostly on the requirement
of power need to supply the connected loads during the
isolation of a fault [10]. Voltage variation is smaller when
SOP rating is high for a network but inadequate size and cost
of the SOP is also a limitation [35].

B. DUTIES OF SOP DURING NORMAL AND ABNORMAL

CONDITION IN DNs

The SOP is a grid-connected converter and the main purpose
is to improve the power quality of the DNs. An IEEE Guide
for the application of PEs for power quality improvement of
DNs [36] and reference [37] mention the responsibilities of
PEs converter like dynamic voltage restorer, static voltage
regulator, static transfer switch and distribution STATCOM.
Standards like IEEE1547-2018 [38], [36] and operations
perform by SOP mentioned in literatures are considered to
define the operation standard of SOP in DNs, are given in
Table 3.

The duties for SOP+ES can be extended as it has the ability
to supply P according to the need at PCC, are given in Table
4. According to the modern grid codes and several standards,
the strictest continuous operation limits for frequency (f )
is around 47.5–52 Hz and the most extreme f limits is
46.5–53.5 Hz [39]. Control of f in feeders connected by
SOP is very important to maintain the stability of the power
system during normal and abnormal operations like phase-
angle jump. During short-duration unbalanced faults, Fault
ride through (FRT) operation by SOP can be performed by
injecting an unbalanced reactive current by the inverter at the
faulted feeder. Positive sequence reactive current injection is
needed to boost the positive sequence voltage and negative
sequence reactive current injection is needed to mitigate
the negative sequence voltage during an unbalanced fault
condition. As a result, phase voltages and currents at the PCC
can be kept within the desired limit. Other functions of SOP
like fault identification [40] can also be included in the duties
of SOP.
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TABLE 3. SOP operation standard according to IEEE standards and

literature.

Duty Description of the Duty Condition Ref.

Power
flow
control

SOP should have the ability
to manage the load balance
within feeders by controlling
the output P and Q during
normal conditions

Normal [15], [16]

Voltage
Regula-
tion

Dynamic voltage support by
means of supplying or ab-
sorbing reactive power in
Volt\Var mode

Normal clause
5.3 [38],
clause 6.3
[36]

Supply
restora-
tion

SOP should supply the
power to the unfaulty part of
the feeders which was out
of the service immediately
after the fault part is isolated.
It should also restore the
connection with grid after
the fault is cleared by the
protection system in DNs.

Abnormal [15]

Voltage
distur-
bance
Ride
Through

Minimization of the total
power losses, the voltage,
and current unbalanced con-
ditions

Abnormal clause
6.4.2 [38],
clause 6.2
[36]

Low-
voltage
Ride-
through
(LVRT)

For temporary low-
voltage disturbance,
SOP should have LVRT
capability, should maintain
synchronism with grid,
should not trip and restore
the voltage at PCC

Abnormal clause
6.4.2.3
[38],
clause 6.2
[36]

High-
voltage
Ride-
through
(HVRT)

For temporary low-
voltage disturbance,
SOP should have HVRT
capability, should maintain
synchronism with grid,
should not trip and restore
the voltage at PCC

Abnormal clause
6.4.2.3
[38],
clause 6.2
[36]

C. SOP AND PROTECTION SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

The existing fault protection configuration in DNs is current
based protection, where protection devices work according
to the current through the line. But DERs connected into the
grid contribute the fault current during a fault in DNs, as
a result, the malfunction of relay protection and automatic
reclosing function failure can occur and lead to a permanent
fault [41]. The fault current contribution from DERs can be
regulated within the limit of the existing protection system
due to the current control loop of converters in SOP, which
helps to reduce the faults affect in DNs. SOP can also be
used to perform FRT operation to limit the fault current as
mentioned in Table 4. In [42], an algorithm based on outer
power and inner current control loop along with an error
suppressor control method to limit the contribution of fault
current from SOP is given for the accurate operation of feeder
automation system to support the faulty feeder during a short
term balanced faults. A protection scheme named as ‘Asset
guarding’ is defined in [43] to protect the SOP from the

TABLE 4. SOP+ES operation standard according to IEEE1547-2018

standard and according to future research direction.

Duty Description of the Duty Condition Ref.

Frequency
disturbance
ride-through
(FDRT)

For temporary frequency
disturbance, SOP should
have FDRT capability, should
maintain synchronism with
grid, should not trip and
restore the frequency at PCC

Abnormal clause
6.5.2
[38],
clause
6.2 [36]

Fault Ride
Through
(FRT)

For temporary unbalanced
faults, SOP should have FRT
capability, should maintain
synchronism with grid,
should not trip and restore the
voltage at PCC

Abnormal According
to future
research
direction

network and also protect the network from the operation of
SOP in normal condition. SOP should deliver the voltage
within the defined limit and also maintain the current within
limits in feeder and the transformer.

D. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF SOP AND CONVERTER

EFFICIENCY

One of the main challenges to implement SOP in DNs is
the recognition of economic benefit in terms of installation
and maintenance cost of SOP compared to the traditional
network. Economic analysis of SOP installation and main-
tenance is presented in [44] to show the benefit of SOP.
SOP helps to reduce the annual cost of the DNs compared
to the DNs without SOP and it is cost effective to install
SOP according to the analysis. An optimization model is
proposed in [45] to find the optimal size and location of
SOP to minimize the annual cost of the DNs includes capital
cost, yearly energy loss, and the operational cost of SOP.
Simulation results on a modified IEEE 33-node network and
a real DNs model considering the penetration of DERs shows
that the SOP helps to reduce the total annual cost by 29.7%
and 23.6% compared to the network without SOP. The results
presented in the literature to show the benefit of the SOP
are all based on simulation. To get an actual view of the
economic benefit it is needed to verify the result in real DNs,
which has not been mentioned in any literature till now.

The efficiency of SOP is discussed in literature in terms of
power loss and cost minimization. In most of the cases the
advantage of SOP to reduce the operational cost and power
loss minimization is considered by considering the SOP
efficiency. Most of the paper has considered the efficiency of
SOP as 98% [45]- [46]. The efficiency of converters mostly
depend on the operating load which is given in [47].

V. CONTROL METHODS FOR SOP IN DNs

The control of SOP is different than other grid-connected
converters as SOP is connected at least with two feeders. Fig.
8 shows a basic block diagram of SOP where two converters
are controlled in closed-loop control method having multiple
loops to achieve optimal performance during normal and
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FIGURE 8. Block diagram for the control of 2T-SOP in DNs.

abnormal grid conditions. The superscript 1 and 2 represents
the left side and right side converters and their corresponding
parameters, respectively in Fig. 8. The Q control of each
converter is independent which depends on the power rating
of the converter and P flow is dependent on both converters.
Each converter in Fig. 8 has mainly three control block,
named as outer power control loop, inner current control
loop and phase-locked loop (PLL). The PCC voltage (um)
between SOP and feeder’s and line current (im) are usually
main feedback parameters in multiple loop control method.
The outer power control loop takes the power references
as active power reference (Pref ), reactive power reference
(Qref ), dc-link voltage reference (udc

ref ) as input and gen-
erates the current references (iref ) for inner current control
loop, where Pref and udc

ref can be given either of the convert-
ers, depend on the control algorithm. Then, informations of
um from PLL is given as input to the inner current control
loop, which finally generates the pulse width modulated
(PWM) gate signal for the transistors of the converters.

The PLL is one of the major control blocks and plays
important role for grid-voltage synchronization algorithm
which extracts the accurate information of PCC voltage as
phase angle, f , and positive- and negative-sequence value
of the voltage by means of PLL. This information helps to
generate the current references, which ultimately produce P
and Q according to the reference and plays one of the major
parts to control the SOP. In Fig. 8, (uinf ) is the information
of PCC voltage extracted by PLL.

A. CONTROL OF SOP DURING NORMAL CONDITION

Control of SOP during normal grid condition is known as
power flow mode control where the main objective is to
deliver required P and Q to maintain the voltage level within
the acceptable range and balancing the load between the
connected feeders. The traditional vector control method
in synchronous d–q reference frame based on proportional-
integral (PI) controller is the most used technique for the con-
trol of three-phase VSCs for its acceptable performance [48]

and used in most of the literature to control the converters of
SOP.

SOP based on two VSC in B2B mode is given in [6],
[15], [16], [49], [50] where two VSCs control udc and P ,
separately along with independent Q control i.e. one in P–
Q and another one in udc–Q control mode. In this mode of
operation, both VSC are working in current source mode.

A new control technique named as switch-mode is pro-
posed in [35]. The objective of the switch mode control
technique is to maintain the zero voltage difference between
two PCC voltages to balance the operation of the connected
feeders, although the detail control algorithm in d–q refer-
ence frame is not given. Simulation results in [35] show that
switch mode control is suitable for urban radial type network
during normal condition as it helps to achieve optimal power
flow regulation and less voltage variation.

Resistance-reactance R/X ratio data of lines in DNs is
used to generate the Pref , Qref , udc

ref in [51] for voltage
support during balanced voltage drop. In [51], 3T-SOP is
based on half-bridge MMC where two MMCs are working in
P–Q and another one in udc–Q control mode. Voltage sup-
port depends on the injection of active and reactive current
based on the various values of the R/X ratio where voltage
magnitude changes on the values of the R/X ratio. 3T-SOP
based on half-bridge MMC for udc and power flow control
based on d–q reference frame is given in [31], [52]. Droop
control strategy is proposed to adjust the droop coefficient
according to the active power demand in real-time for DNs
[31]. Here MMCs are responsible for P and Q control along
with droop control for the network. The proposed method is
more sensitive to power and udc fluctuation compared to the
system that has a conventional droop control technique.

The average model of the converter used in the simulation
model to develop the control algorithm for SOP is a major
drawback for most of the literature mentioned above. The
switching model of the converter is more beneficial over the
average model for real-time utilization of power converters
in the simulation model [53]. A detail model of the converter
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is given in [16] and one of the main contributions is the
introduction of a zero component controller in the inner
current control loop to mitigate the dc offset to the injected
current due to impedance mismatch between two feeders in
three-phase four-wire system. Also, an independent volt/Var
droop control method is proposed to generate Qref for the
SOP.

B. CONTROL OF SOP DURING ABNORMAL CONDITION

During a fault in any one of the feeders connected by SOP,
the function of SOP includes SR, fault current limitation,
udc fluctuation control and can be extended to FRT during
short-term faults and frequency control as mentioned in the
proposed standard above.

1) Supply Restoration Mode Control

During SR mode, the power supply is restored for the isolated
loads in the faulty feeder connected by SOP, where the
converter of this side acts in voltage source mode to supply
required voltage along with stable frequency. Another con-
verter connected with unfaulty feeders, is in normal current
source mode of operation. After the clearance of the fault,
the converter again goes back to its normal current source
mode. In [15], SR mode is given for a 2T-SOP, where VSC
connected with faulty feeder act as voltage source and other
VSC controlled in udc–Q mode.

2) Control of dc-link Voltage Oscillation

One of the main goals of SOP control is the smooth operation
of udc during power fluctuations and abnormal conditions to
control the P flow accurately. Oscillations in udc could result
oscillations in power delivered by SOP and not acceptable.

The udc control during power fluctuation is studied in [34]
for a modularized structural ST based 3T-SOP consisting of
CHB and MAB converter. The combination of these two
converters named as CHB×3+MAB method, which was in-
troduced previously in [11], [54]– [59]. In the CHB×3+MAB
method, three bidirectional converter stages named CHB are
needed for each phase of a feeder and three phases from
three feeders are connected in the MAB stage based on
bidirectional dc/dc converter incorporating an HFT, as shown
Fig. 9. Here, Fig. 9 represents the CHB×3+MAB method
block needed for a single-phase connection. A similar three
individual blocks are needed for three-phases to connect with
3T-SOP. MAB block manages the power transfer between
three terminals of CHBs and balances the udc of each phase.
The three CHB blocks also control the udc, whereas in
other methods udc is controlled by individual CHB, which
is vulnerable to system failure. Therefore, udc is controlled
by three CHB along with MAB and called CHB×3+MAB
method. One of the main advantages of this method is that it
secures stability by maintaining the udc if any of the feeders
are down or failed due to fault. Also, this method is useful
for LV DNs as each phase can be controlled individually.
Although, due to the use of many PEs converters, the cost

CHB 3

Feeder 2

Feeder 3

CHB 1

CHB 2

MAB
stage

Single phase 
from Feeder 3

Single phase 
from Feeder 2

Feeder 1Single phase 
from Feeder 1

HFT

CHB×3+MAB 
Method Block

FIGURE 9. Simplified block diagram of CHB×3+MAB method for a single

phase line.

of the proposed system can be one of the main drawbacks
along with the complexity of the control algorithm.

A bidirectional B2B VSC named as synchronverter intro-
duced in [60], used as SOP in [61]. The converter resembles
the function of a synchronous machine having the ability to
supply loads and voltage regulation by controlling the output
voltage, power angle, and f . A control algorithm based on
the synchronverter control principle in d–q reference frame
for udc and fault current control is given for fault condi-
tions. Simulation results in [61] are given for normal and
extreme abnormal conditions having fast load and DERs
supply change, where feeder voltage and udc are maintained
within the limit but the frequency is not within accepted range
going below 46 Hz.

3) Fault Current Limitation

The contribution towards fault current by DERs during a
fault in DNs is one of the common issues and fault current
contribution by DERs depends on the type of DERs [62].
Simulation results in [62] for a fault in a busbar demonstrate
the fault current regulation capability of SOP. During a fault,
two feeders from the busbar are connected by a tie switch
to exchange the power from heavily loaded feeder to lightly
loaded where fault current in one of the feeders exceeds the
protection system ratings due to contribution by DERs and
another feeder. For the case of SOP instead of tie switch,
results show that SOP can prevent the rise of fault current
in one of the feeders due to the contribution from another
feeder and DERs. Thanks to the current limiting ability of
the current control loop of converters in the SOP.

4) Fault Identification

Identification of fault i.e. Fault index by utilizing SOP is
given in [40], [63]. Fault index can only provide the in-
formation of the fault i.e. does any fault occurred or not,
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but cannot provide the information about the fault type. The
performance of SOP to identify the fault during unbalanced
fault condition is evaluated for three types of short-time
faults in [40] and results show that the three-phase fault
is most dangerous as saturation current flows at PCC. The
fault duration is chosen lower than the time required for the
protection devices in DNs to isolate the feeder and no action
is taken by SOP to mitigate the fault at the PCC. In [63], Fault
index is defined by measuring the positive- and negative-
sequence current at the PCC during an unbalanced temporary
fault. Results show that during an L-G fault of a period of
0.6 s, Fault index has the ability to identify the fault within
a cycle (0.02 s) and switching of transistors can be blocked
immediately, whereas the conventional system takes up to 30
cycles (0.6 s) to detect the fault.

5) Fault Ride Through

FRT application by SOP based on a B2B half-bridge MMC
is proposed in [64]. The simulation result is given for unbal-
ance current compensation using negative sequence current
compensation method during unbalanced faults. But there are
oscillations in udc and P , due to 2ω oscillation, which affects
the power flow on the feeders and advanced PLL is needed to
mitigate the 2ω oscillation.

6) Frequency Control

In [65], an adaptive droop control technique based on vari-
able droop coefficient is proposed to control the f and the
MT-SOP is based on MMC. The adaptive droop control
technique is based on the “Virtual Inertia” of the dc-link of
the SOP, where there is a proportional relationship between
dc voltage and ac output power of SOP. For the simulation
experiment, SOP is connected to four terminal and different
control objectives are defined for four MMC. Results show
that adaptive droop control helps to maintain the f stable
during a change in active power and load in a network, but
abnormal condition is not considered.

All of the methods mentioned above use conventional PLL
blocks in the control algorithms. Conventional PLL performs
well during balanced condition but their performance is not
acceptable during unbalanced conditions due to the “Double
frequency oscillation” and can be termed as 2ω oscillation
[66]– [67]. The 2ω oscillation arises due to the coupling
of the positive and negative voltage sequences during un-
balanced conditions. To overcome this problem, three grid-
voltage synchronization algorithms in d–q reference frame
has been evaluated in [68] during unbalanced conditions and
results show that decoupled double synchronous reference
frame PLL performs faster than other synchronization meth-
ods. A synchronization algorithm having the technique of
adaptively tuning the control parameter of PLL according to
the fault at PCC for the faster and accurate response of grid-
connected converters is proposed in [69]. Adaptive tuning
of the control parameter is taken into consideration, as the
parameter of the proposed algorithm can be tuned according

Control of SOP 

During Normal Condition    During abnormal 

Power Flow Mode Control 

Supply Restoration

Mode Control 

Control of dc-link

Voltage Oscillation 

Fault Current Limitation 

Fault Identification 

Fault Ride Through 

Frequency Control 

Condition

FIGURE 10. Summary of Control of SOP in DNs.

to the type of fault and provides a faster response than other
conventional PLL, is required for PLL in SOP.

The summary of the control of SOP during normal and
abnormal grid conditions is given in Fig. 10. Control of SOP
during abnormal condition needs more research to satisfy
the operation standard of SOP given in section IV to satisfy
modern standards.

VI. OPTIMIZATION OF DNs CONSIDERING SOP

The optimization of DNs is obtained by solving optimization
problems to optimize the use of resources like CB, OLTC,
NOP, SOP, etc in an efficient approach. Optimization algo-
rithms are formulated to solve optimization problems and
many optimization methods are used to solve the problems.
Optimization algorithms have been formulated incorporating
the functions provided by SOP in numerous literatures. In
an optimization algorithm, the response of SOP is taken as
fast and accurate for P and Q supply and other operations
performed by SOP in the normal balanced condition in most
of the literature. So, the optimization algorithm has been
developed by focusing on normal power system conditions
and does not consider fault conditions. The purpose of this
section is to present the various type of optimization prob-
lems mentioned in the literature, the objectives, and the
objective functions along with results in a brief. At first,
the optimization problems regarding MV DNs are presented
according to the optimization objectives. Then a few opti-
mization problems regarding voltage unbalance mitigation in
three-phases for LV DNs are given.
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A. VOLTAGE PROFILE IMPROVEMENT AND POWER

LOSS MINIMIZATION DURING NORMAL CONDITIONS

Voltage profile maintenance refers to keep the voltage profile
within the acceptable range mentioned by DN operators.
Many optimization algorithms were proposed in the literature
having the main objective to improve the voltage profile in
feeders. The SOP connected within feeders performs its main
duty by delivering the required P and Q demand by the
optimization algorithm. Some of the important optimization
problems are discussed below.

Network Reconfiguration (NR) in DNs is a technique of
altering the state of the switch (open/close) to obtain the
optimal power flow by satisfying the network operational
objective. the optimization problem for NR using SOP is
proposed in [70], [71]. The multi-objective functions are
minimizing the power loss, load balancing and maximizing
the DER penetration level. Results show that the NR method
using SOP outperforms the NR method which does not use
the SOP. The multi-objectives of the optimization algorithm
in [72]– [74] are to maintain the voltage profile and minimize
the power system loss. For [72], [73] the optimization objec-
tive functions are minimizing the size and find the optimal
location of DER and SOP in DNs. The optimization objective
functions in [74] are minimizing the active power loss and
feeder load balancing. Results in [72] show a 10% power loss
reduction and a 12.6% voltage deviation index improvement
for systems having SOP than without SOP.

In [76], an optimization method is formulated using the
“Jacobian matrix”, based on voltage and current ‘sensitivity’
to analyze P and Q injection by SOP during variable load and
generation situations. Optimization objectives are voltage
profile improvement, feeder load balancing and energy loss
minimization where objective functions lead to the optimal
dispatch of the SOP’s P and Q. The optimization model
helps to reduce the power loss, improve the voltage profile
along with load balancing and increase the DERs hosting
capacity according to the simulation result in [76]. A Bi-
convex optimization problem is formulated to improve the
voltage profile by minimizing the voltage deviation in [77]. In
[77], SOP and DERs converters are considered as Q injection
capability and series impedance, respectively. A new type
of SOP using Electric Spring [78], normally used in series
within distribution feeder and load is introduced in [77]
as SOP. Different IEEE node networks were evaluated for
the proposed method and simulation results showed that the
voltage profile improved during light and heavy loadings.

The SOP+ES topology has also been considered in [79]
for an optimization problem. The objectives are to minimize
P loss and improve the voltage profile of the DNs. The
objective functions are minimizing the losses of the network,
converters of SOP and ES. Simulation results in [79] show
that the proposed model exhibits less power loss compared
to the networks having no SOP or SOP+ES.

Load balancing within feeders and voltage profile main-
tenance are the main optimization objectives in [10]. The
objective functions are loss minimization and feeder load

balancing considering the penetration of DERs. Simulation
results for the real DNs model of the UK are given for the
proposed optimization algorithm. The comparisons of SOP
performance with other solutions like static VAR compen-
sator, OLTC, and dynamic OLTC are given for urban, rural
and mixed DNs types. Results show that SOP combined with
OLTC in a network helps to achieve the highest DERs pen-
etration along with an acceptable voltage level. But the eco-
nomic feasibility for the installation of two devices together
in DNs needs to be investigated. MT-SOP is considered in
[80] having the optimization goals to maintain the feeder load
balancing and increase the economic efficiency of the DNs.
Interval control based load balance technique is used in [80].
Simulation results on the modified IEEE 33-node network
show that 3T-SOP helps to maintain the current loading for
each feeder within the desired level by properly maintaining
the P and Q flow within the network. Feeder load unbalanced
condition and total power loss have been reduced by 18.30%
and 39.10%, respectively compared to the network without
SOP and with high photovoltaic (PV) penetration.

B. VOLTAGE PROFILE MAINTENANCE DURING FAULT

CONDITION

Most of the optimization problems studied in the literature
are formulated for normal balanced conditions rather than
fault conditions. Voltage profile maintenance of supplied
voltage after a fault using SR method is considered as an
objective for the optimization problems in [81]. Multiple
Microgrids named as networked microgrids (NMGs) con-
nected by SOP along with the grid in DNs are considered
in [75] to design a SR model. Routing repair crews (RRC)
and mobile battery-carried vehicles (MBCV) are also con-
sidered along with SOP-NMGs for the fast restoration of
loads during outages in DNs. The objective of the algorithm
is the fast restoration of high-priority loads. The function
of the optimization problems are to maximize the P supply
for the restored loads in [81], [75] . Simulation results in
[81] show the high efficient capability of the proposed SR
model for the amount of load restored after a fault compared
with the mechanical tie switches. Simulation results in [75]
for the modified IEEE-33 node network showed that the
network with RRC, MBCV, and SOP-NMGs perform faster
load restoration during outages than other network conditions
without the SOP. Three connected IEEE-69 node network
is also considered to verify the proposed algorithm in [75]
and the result shows that network with SOP-NMGs helps
to restore the loads faster by 31% compared to the network
without SOP-NMGs. Self-healing capability of active dis-
tribution network through SR employing multiple SOP is
given in [82]. Main focus is to assess the effect of SR for
overlapped areas of two SOP and location of SOP and ca-
pacity of SOP are also consider to formulate the optimization
problem. Simulation results shows that multiple SOP aids SR
process significantly when faults happen in a node where two
terminals of SOP is located in that node.

Islanding operation during faults in DNs based on SOP
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along with the coordination of DERs and ES is considered
in [83]. The objective function of the proposed robust opti-
mization algorithm is the maximization of P to the restored
loads after the isolation. During a fault, both feeders are
isolated from the main grid. One of the VSC of SOP works
in udc-Q control mode in which feeder controllable DERs
and ES are connected. In other feeders where no controllable
DERs and ES are not connected, the VSC2 works in u-f
control mode to control the voltage and frequency in that
feeder after the isolation. Simulation results on a modified
IEEE 33-node network show that the proposed optimization
algorithm based on coordinated control of SOP, DERs, and
ES helps to restore 82.2% load of the isolated network after a
fault. Also, a comparison between the proposed optimization
method and deterministic optimal operation method shows
that during the worst case of PV uncertainties the proposed
method helps to restore 87.35% load while the deterministic
optimal operation method restores 80.35% load.

C. CAPABILITY EVALUATION OF SOP FOR DER

HOSTING CAPACITY IN DNs

One of the ultimate objectives for the use of SOP in DNs
is the MHC of DERs in DNs and every other objective
revolves around this objective. Optimization algorithms were
formulated to evaluate the hosting capacity of DERs in DNs
considering SOP in [27], [71], [84] and the objective function
is to maximize the hosting capacity of DERs. Simulation
results in [84] showed an increment of 48.54% of hosting
capacity of DERs with SOP in the example network than
without SOP. A “Flexibility evaluation model” is developed
in [27] and evaluate to compare the benefit of 2T-SOP, 3T-
SOP, and SOP+ES. Results showed that SOP+ES helps to
increase the hosting capacity by 16.84% contrast to a network
without SOP and also outperformed the other SOP topology.

The robust optimization method is proposed in [85] to cope
up with the uncertainty of PVs to mitigate the voltage limit
violation. The simulation result for a modified IEE-33 net-
work shows that the robust optimization helps to maintain the
network voltage magnitude within the defined limit with the
help of SOP compared to the deterministic optimal operation
method that violates the voltage magnitude limit during the
penetration of PV power during peak hour.

A decentralized control based on an alternating direction
method of multipliers (ADMM) algorithm is proposed in
[46] to improve the efficiency of the optimization calcula-
tion having the objective function as the minimization of
voltage deviation in each sub-network. Decentralized control
interprets to divide the DNs areas into sub-networks under
local controllers. SOP is taken as the center of sub-networks
to implement decentralized control. Each sub-network is
controlled by SOP depending on the intra-area measurements
and nodes voltage-to-power sensitivity. Then if needed, the
operation strategies are improved by inter-area communi-
cation between sub-networks. IEEE-33 node network has
been divided into four sub-networks having four SOP for
the simulation purpose and results show that the proposed

algorithm maintains the minimum voltage deviation during
0-140% DERs penetrations compared to other conventional
techniques.

D. OPERATION COST MINIMIZATION OF DNs

The total operating cost of DNs can be reduced by utiliz-
ing SOP as it helps to balance the power flow within the
connected feeders. As a result, power loss will be reduced
significantly and existing cable and other protection arrange-
ments need not be modified due to the penetration of DERs
as the current in the feeders can be maintained within the
limit, thanks to SOP. Also, the introduction of SOP in DNs
can increase the operation cost for the DN operators as
SOP itself is a PE device and needs sophisticated control
algorithms. Therefore, one of the major objectives should
be the cost minimization to help DN operators to install
SOP not to increase the overall cost but decrease it. An
optimization model based on two-level programming having
the objective functions to minimize the annual power loss
and the total cost is proposed in [86]. The objective is to find
the influence of SOP on the annual cost of DNs. A modified
IEEE-node 33 having five SOP for different power ratings
has been simulated to verify the proposed model and results
showed that location and size of SOP have a significant effect
on annual power loss and total cost of the system. Voltage
and VAR control (VVC) method is proposed based on the
coordinated operation of SOP, OLTC and CBs for DNs in
[44]. SOP controls the P and Q flow to provide real time fast
response to mitigate the voltage violation caused by DERs
whether OLTC and CBs adjust Q to avoid frequent action in
long term basis. Simulation results on a modified IEEE 33-
node network shows that proposed optimization algorithm
based on coordinated VVC control of SOP, OLTC and CBs
helps to reduce the operating cost significantly compare to
the conventional control of OLTC and CBs along with VVC
control for SOP.

E. OPTIMAL PLACEMENT OF DERs AND SOP IN DNs

The placement of SOP or other PE devices mainly depends
on the geographical distance, weekly connected areas, node
voltage control ability, branch currents and also the maxi-
mum amount of load that could be supplied by the SOP after
the isolation during a fault. Placement of DERs in arbitrary or
clustered form along with SOP placement in DNs is analyzed
in [71]. Simulation results showed that placement of DERs in
clustered form near SOP helps to obtain MHC of DERs. An
optimization algorithm is proposed in [87] to find the optimal
location of DERs, SOP, and CBs for reactive power supply.
The proposed algorithm was tested using the IEEE33-node.
Results showed that the proposed algorithms help to place
more DERs in the network and reduce the use of CB, which
ultimately reduces the total operating cost.
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TABLE 5. Summary of optimization problems considering SOP in DNs

Optimization Objectives Optimization Objective Functions Ref.
Optimized Network for
simulation purpose Type of SOP

Voltage profile improvement and P
loss minimization

Minimizing the size and find the optimal
location of DER and SOP

[72],
[73]

IEEE 33- and 69-node

2TMinimizing the active power loss, minimiz-
ing the load balancing index and maximizing
the DER penetration level

[70],
[71] IEEE 33-node

Minimizing the active power loss and feeder
load balancing

[74]

Voltage profile improvement, feeder
load balancing and energy loss min-
imization

Objective functions lead to the optimal dis-
patch of the SOP’s P and Q

[76] Example DN

Minimization of feeder load unbalance con-
dition and total power loss

[80] IEEE 33-node 3T

Voltage profile improvement

Minimization of voltage deviation [77] IEEE 15-, 33- and 69-
node

2T

Minimizing the active power loss, converters
of SOP and ES [79] IEEE 33-node SOP+ES

Voltage profile improvement and
feeder load balancing

Minimizing the active power loss and feeder
load balancing

[10] Real DN model of UK

2T
Voltage profile maintainace during
SR mode

Maximization of Psupply of restored loads [81],
[75],
[82],
[83]

IEEE 33-nodeCapability evaluation of SOP for
DER Hosting Capacity in DNs Maximizing the hosting Capacity of DERs

[84]

[26] 2T, 3T and
SOP+ES

Minimization of voltage deviation [85]

2T

Finding the influence of SOP on the
annual cost Minimizing the annual cost and power losses

[86],
[87],
[44]

Finding the optimal location of DER
and SOP in DN

Mitigate of unbalance condition
within three-phases

Minimizing the Power system voltage unbal-
ance rate

[89] IEEE 33- and 37-node

Minimization of the total power losses, the
voltage, and current unbalanced conditions

[90] IEEE 33- and 123-node

F. MITIGATION OF UNBALANCE CONDITION WITHIN

THREE-PHASES IN LV DNs

Power flow in LV DNs is normally unbalanced because of
asymmetric three-phase line arrangement and a huge amount
of single-phase loads [63]. In four-wire three-phase LV DNs,
the three-phase voltage from the source is divided into three
separate single-phase lines which goes to the load, are differ-
ent in the manner in terms of load in each phase. As a result,
the loads consume different current and the voltage level for
three separate phases will not be as same and unbalanced.
Therefore, the investigation is needed to be done in the LV
DNs level on a three lines design instead of a single line

analysis.

In order to mitigate the three-phase unbalance situation
in LV DNs, the minimization of the “Power system voltage
unbalance rate (PVUR)” specified in IEEE STD 112-1991
[88], is the objective function for the optimization model in
[89]. The PVUR defines the percentage of voltage deviation
in a phase from the average voltage in a three-phase system.
IEEE 33- and the IEEE 37-node network are connected by a
2T-SOP and are simulated to verify the proposed model. SOP
required is taken as supporting three single-phase separately
i.e. each phase is connected with three separate converters
by both of the SOP. The result shows that PVUR was 0.724
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and 0.515 for non-optimized and optimized network cases,
respectively which is an increase of 30% by choosing the
best location and size of SOP. Mitigation of three-phase
unbalance conditions to reduce the power loss by SOP in
DNs is the goal of the proposed optimization algorithm in
[90]. Three single-phase SOP modules are assumed for three-
phase SOP topology. The objective functions are taken as
the weighted combination of minimizing the voltage and
current unbalanced condition including the total power loss.
An Unbalance index [91] is used to evaluate the unbalanced
condition at each node. Simulation results on a modified
IEEE 33-node network show that the proposed optimization
algorithm helps to reduce the total power loss and unbalance
conditions by 65.98% and 66.67%, respectively compared
to the network without SOP. The proposed method is also
applied to a modified IEEE 123-node network to verify the
method in a large network. The result shows that SOP helps
to reduce the total power loss and unbalance conditions
significantly during the maximum penetration of PV sources
compared to the network without SOP and also the network
with ES instead of SOP.

The summary of the optimization algorithms for different
optimization objectives discussed above, is given in Table 5.
One of the important aspect from all the methods mentioned
above, is that the optimization parameters P and Q output
of SOP play the major role for the optimal operation of the
proposed algorithms. Also, 2T-SOP are considered in most
of the optimization algorithms.

VII. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

The research till now related to SOP, are mostly focused
on optimization algorithm using SOP but research on SOP
converter topologies and control needs much more improve-
ments. Also, optimization algorithm problem demonstration
result is based on simulation result and hardly any experi-
mental data and result is presented. Some of the key future
research directions are mentioned below:

• Most of the research is related to balanced voltage
conditions. However, the performance of SOP is very
crucial according to the modern standards as it is con-
nected to the grid and can follow the summarized duties
and referred standards mentioned in Table 3 and Table
4 in section IV for SOP. Also, all of the literature has
considered fixed control parameters for the control algo-
rithm of SOP. However, we need to consider unbalanced
and harmonic polluted voltage conditions where fixed
control parameters do not provide expected outcomes
as modern standards. So, adaptive control algorithms
are needed to control the parameters adaptively for
enhancing the performance of SOP.

• Most of the research are related to MV DNs. However,
operation of SOP in LV three-phase four wire DNs need
to be investigated as protection system in this level is
more vulnerable than MV level and need more vigorous
research.

• The conventional protection system along with SOP
needs to be integrated for fast and effective fault analysis
and make the distribution automation system smarter.

• An accurate and fast action time frame for the SR
process can be one of the research goals to achieve than
current SR techniques.

• The efficiency of the converters in SOP is taken as
flat 98% during the calculation of power loss and cost
minimization in most of the literature. However, the
losses of converters in SOP can have a significant ef-
fect on overall power losses and accurate efficiency of
converters needed to be considered in future research
and also mentioned in section IV.D. Also, the efficiency
of the converters in SOP in different voltage level is not
assessed by any literature and need to be considered in
the future.

• Basic PLL is used in the control algorithm of SOP for
all the literature mentioned above. However, the per-
formance of PLL is not acceptable during unbalanced
conditions as mentioned in section V.B. So, advanced
PLL is needed to be considered to derive the control
algorithm for SOP control during unbalanced power
system conditions.

• Control methods like combined voltage-dependent P
and Q control (Q(U)/P (U)) mentioned in [92] to con-
trol the grid-connected PV inverters can also be ex-
plored to develop more robust control algorithms for
SOP.

• LVRT, HVRT, FDRT and FRT operation of SOP during
short-duration balanced and unbalanced faults need to
be considered according the Table 3 in section IV.B.

• The propagation of voltage sag through regular three-
phase transformer used in the DNs give rise to new
types of voltage sags [93]– [94] and also needs to be
considered to evaluate the performance of SOP.

• The introduction of SOP in DNs doesn’t require recon-
figuration of the network, but the existing distributed
automation system needs to be adjusted for the protec-
tion devices to interact with the SOP. The synchronized
operation of the protection system is not discussed ex-
plicitly in most of the previous research and should be
a major area of research for the implementation of SOP
in existing DNs.

• The use of SOP in MV DNs is experimented as a
pilot project in the UK [95]– [96] and China [97] only.
Performance of SOP need to be verified in real network
situation to test the capability of SOP along with ad-
vance algorithms.

VIII. CONCLUSION

A comprehensive review of SOP starting with the configura-
tion of SOP, control of SOP, network optimization using SOP
is presented in this paper. The inclusion of SOP in DNs is a
must to increase the flexibility and DERs hosting capacity of
DNs. Most of the research till now has been done in the field
of the optimization problem for DNs incorporating SOP in
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the network. The control of SOP has been solved until now
for normal conditions and SR is the process during faults.
Also, SOP needs to follow the defined duties in section IV
during abnormal conditions to satisfy modern grid codes and
make a substantial impact in DNs. Also, the operation time
and fast response of SOP during these conditions should be
a major area of research. Finally, the cost-benefit ratio of
implementation of SOP in DNs should be investigated in
comparison with other existing PEs technologies.
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